Grants and Awards

Grants, Awards and Prizes

Supporting professional excellence and a new generation of conservators

Our Work Depends on Your Generosity

Donating as part of membership renewal.

More information

Brommelle Memorial Fund

The Brommelle Memorial Fund offers funding to students and early career professionals who need support to attend our biennial Congresses.

More information

Keck Award

The Keck Award is given every two years to the individual or group who has contributed the most towards public understanding of the conservation profession.

More information

Opportunities Fund
The Opportunities Fund supports individuals and institutions across the world, from Brunei to Peru, making membership fees affordable and helping to create a sustainable and resilient conservation community.

More information

**Other Resources**

**Forbes Prize**

The Forbes Prize recognises outstanding work in the field of conservation and funds the recipient to give a lecture at our Biennial congress.

More Information

**Honorary Fellowship**

Since 1958, we have elected Honorary Fellows of IIC, marking outstanding contributions to heritage conservation.

More Information

**First Time Author Essay Prize**

Supported by our publishing partner, Taylor and Francis.

More Information